
 

 

Success Tips of a   
Great Survey! 

 
To be successful in the survey process you need to be prepared and have practiced.  
So, pre-survey management is an essential piece in a successful survey experience.  
You must have a Long Term Care Survey Manual, 

ww.cms.gov/manuals/pub_07.asp  which contains Appendix PP (the survey 

guideline for surveyors) and the federal regulations.  Appendix PP gives the instructions 
and interview questions used in the survey.  You will also need a copy of your state 
rules and regulations.  
 
We need to maintain the attitude of readiness all year long by instilling the “Right Way 
Every Day” philosophy.  

 
Steps to a Great Survey 

1. Create and Maintain a Survey Notebook 
Collect the pertinent OBRA paperwork such as: CMS forms, resident council 
documentation data on key personnel, resident roster, physical plant layout, unit 
schedules for medications and meals, activity calendar, menus, OBRA employee 
training materials, abuse/neglect prevention policy, waivers such as CLIA, RN, 
clean water provision contract  and QAPI program manual 
 
Organize them in a loose-leaf binder with tabbed indexes.  Assign a person to 
update items in the book at least weekly when in the survey window and then it 
will be ready to take into the entrance conference.  The book  needs to be kept in 
a med room, clean utility room, or somewhere that is always accessible (not the 
E.D.’s office).  The book works well with compliance rounds and survey drills. 
 
This strategy will give you confidence and an image of being prepared and 
organized.  With this kind of image, the entire facility is more likely to be viewed 
by surveyors as competent, trustworthy and care-oriented. 

 
2. Rounds and Drills 

Practice makes perfect!  You can ready your staff by showing each employee 
how to think like a surveyor and size up the facility form a surveyor’s point of 
view.  This is done through compliance rounds and survey drills. Both are based 
on federal and state guidelines, audits and by evaluating resident outcomes. 
Abagis interviews and chart audits also identify weak areas that can be improved 
upon before the survey team arrives.  Because of turnover and complacency, it is 
important to practice compliance rounds in different areas and interviews at least 
once a week and mock surveys at least twice a year. 
 
Many different employees can be involved in compliance rounds because looking 
at a department different from their own gives a fresh look at meeting regulations.  
Utilizing the surveyor forms from the Appendix PP and choosing a new sampling 
of residents each week offers an ongoing look at the facility.  When the regulation 
is unmet or the score is below average a correction plan is initiated by the 
Department Leader and a copy of the rounds checklist sheets are kept in a 



 

 

tabbed notebook.  The results and action plan can be shared at QAPI each 
month. 
 
Over time you can identify trends or weak areas and focus on boosting staff 
performance to avoid a negative outcome during the survey.  You may want to 
divide up the last four years worth of deficiencies and give them to employees to 
monitor.  Teach them the regulation and make it their “baby”.  Be sure to follow-
up, monitor and praise. 
 
Utilizing your facilities Quality Measure report and weekly 672/802 forms assist in 
identifying residents at high risk, probable surveyor sample residents and 
systems that may need evaluating.    

 
3. Survey Escort 

So much of the survey’s success depends on the ability to escort or usher 
surveyors on rounds.  It is your opportunity to see what they see, answer 
questions and positively influence their opinion of the facility.  Look for hallway 
clutter, unattended open med carts, blinking call lights, resident privacy issues, 
odors, etc.  For the changes that can not be made on your way, give the follow-
up job to someone to correct. 
 
Prior to the survey, assign and coach the escorts and introduce them to the 
surveyors after the entrance conference.  It can be explained as a way to have 
someone available to answer questions and help locate information in the 
medical record.  The escort will be looking where the surveyor looks, recording 
problems, remarks, etc., to help later in substantiating disputes of explaining 
situations. 
 
The person who does the entrance tour and escorts needs to remain upbeat.  It 
is important to spotlight and explain facility successes such as new med carts, 
positive customer feedback, practicum student experience, positive resident 
outcomes, quality improvement efforts and uplifting moments.  Remember, the 
surveyor is your customer so having an escort with great customer service skills 
(listening, smiling, fixing problems, kindness, and respect) can make a positive 
impact on the surveyor’s experience.  Our escorts need to be people who do not 
let someone else’s attitude alter their behavior, even if the surveyor is not the 
best customer service model.  If the surveyor demonstrates inappropriate 
conduct, have the escort report this to the Executive Director. 
 
While you are on the entrance tour, or following rounds, stop and talk with 
residents, families, volunteers and employees.  Introduce the surveyor and if a 
resident needs help or has a question, take care of it to demonstrate that this is 
how you operate on a daily basis.  Observe verbal and non-verbal language 
between the surveyor and residents, visitors and staff.  Matter-of-factly clarify 
situations that you think are unclear from the surveyor’s perspective.  If you can 
fix situations as they happen, do so. 

 
 
 
 



 

 

4. End of Survey Day Meetings 
Administrators who conduct daily meetings with employees after surveyors leave 
can predict impending problems before they become deficiencies.  The escorts 
need to be present, as well as Department Leaders.  The purpose of the meeting 
is to address: 
 

1 What problems cropped up during the survey day? 
2 What action will correct those problems? 

 
Another purpose of the meeting is to boost employee morale.  Survey is a very 
tense, stressful experience and it helps to give employees the opportunity to offer 
input and ideas for intervention.  If employees feel unimportant or excluded, 
subtle treason can occur at survey time.  Select a group of 6-7 of your brightest, 
most committed employees from several departments and ask them to report the 
problems they saw during the day, what their thoughts are and how they would 
handle the situation.  Give them the floor, then give them the credit. 
 
Hopefully, when you request a meeting at the end of each day with surveyors, 
they will use this time to alert you to problems and communicate progress. 

 
5. Deficiency Fix 

It is important to tape record the exit conference to help you begin preparing the 
plan of correction, or substantiate a disputed deficiency.  If surveyors notify you 
of a deficiency, they should give specific information surrounding it, as well as 
discussion about any negative feelings. 
 
Surveyors are obligated to give you an opportunity to discuss a deficiency and to 
supply additional information.  If you plan to dispute something, it is important 
that you present evidence, even if you only have partial answers at the time.  
Never admit a deficiency because the small act of correction measures you 
intend to take may imply an admission to the validity of the alleged deficiency. 
 

 

Pre-Survey Management  
 

It is important that everyone in the facility knows their role and 
practices it every day. To do that they must be educated and 
consistently recognized for performing their role appropriately. 

 
There several areas that you can focus not to get that great 
survey outcome! 

1. Employee Morale 
Knowing how happy your staff is a huge component to a good survey. You need 
to have staff who can take that “temperature” and relay it back to you. The DON 
and Administrator cannot be everywhere all the time. Supervisors need to be “In 
the know” and forward that info to you. 



 

 

If employees are unhappy they can sabotage a survey, or perform in a negative 
manner.  Just the mood of the facility effect the subjective judgment of the 
surveyors.   
Remember, the surveyors are your customer too, and happy employees will treat 
them in a friendlier, and more helpful manner that may influence the outcome of 
the survey. 
By holding the meetings that were talked about previously will assist in hearing 
the concerns and gives you the opportunity to ask for input and solutions. 
 

2. Employee Education 
To keep the staff successful they need to be trained on what the surveyors will 
ask them to do and what knowledge they will be expected to have.. Besides the 
intellectual information, they also need to practice during mock surveys and 
rounds on the unit.   
Be sure that competencies are done at least annually and that supervisors are 
monitoring and taking the time to teach when an opportunity occurs. In the 
moment teaching is always beneficial. 
 
Educate your employees that if they do not know the answer to a surveyor’s 
question, they can direct it to their supervisor or say, “I need to check with my 
supervisor; look at the policy, etc.  and I’ll get back to you.”  Inform your 
employees that they have the right to request the presence of a facility 
representative when questioned by a surveyor. 

 
 

3. Employee Interview 
The employee questions can be found in Appendix PP and utilized during the 
mock surveys, rounds and in-services.  Can they describe what to do if they have 
a concern, complaint or improvement idea?  The surveyors will also ask our 
employees about resident abuse/neglect questions; emergency procedures, 
Elder Abuse resident care questions and a host of others.  These questions can 
be found in the “guidance to surveyors” section of the CMS rules and regulations.  
Abaqis has these questions as well.  

 

4. Resident Education & Interviews 
The Abaqis system address the resident and family interviews used by the state 
surveyors. Going out quarterly and interviewing the residents gives an upfront 
idea of what their concerns are and also gives you the opportunity to fix things 
prior to the survey. It is important to discuss the survey process with the 
residents so they will not be surprised when people from the State start asking 
questions.  Resident council and care conferences are a great way to review 
individual resident rights, the grievance procedure, bedtime snacks, etc., on an 
ongoing basis with the residents 

 

5. Family Education 
During Family Council, and in your facility newsletter, take the opportunity to 
share the survey process and what questions may be asked of family member.  
Also, in the admission process, as well as throughout the year, make sure your 



 

 

families know the facility concern/resolution procedure and that any complaints 
offered have been resolved. 

 
 
 

6. 672 & 802 Reports 
Keep these forms up-to –date during the survey window at least weekly. The 
numbers may trigger questions regarding how you are maximizing each 
resident’s health.  This is why it is critical to update your 672/802 weekly and be 
very familiar with what your Quality Measure report points to as a problem.  BE 
ready to explain the difference between the QM reports and the current residents’ 
data as the QM reports only reflect the last MDS for each resident. If you have 
QMs that are flagged you will to be ready to explain why and what you are doing 
to improve the process or situation. 

 
7.  Prior Deficiencies 

Monitor the top ten deficiencies for the year from your health care association to 
alert you to the areas that surveyors may target.  You will also want to request 
the Oscar reports from your State Health Department, which will give you the 
past four-year survey history for your facility.  If will also give you a comparison 
chart on a state and national level to see if your resident characteristics (follow-
up, etc.) are significantly different from the average. 
 

Use your Oscar reports – the surveyor will!  Know who and what areas flag 
greater than 60% on your quality indicator/measure reports and review their 
charts.  Your QAPI committee should also be using this report to target indicators 
for improvement.  The surveyors will want to know if there is a plan to reduce 
high percentages in key indicator areas.  It is important to maintain a relationship 
with your ombudsman because the surveyor will call them before the survey to 
ask about reported complaints about the facility and to invite them to the exit 
interview. 

 
The surveyors will interview QA committee members and direct care staff to 
determine if the QA committee has identified quality deficiencies, developed a 
plan to resolve the problems, implemented the plan and evaluated the 
intervention effectiveness.  They may ask to see the agenda and attendance log 
of the QA&A meetings.  You can see how important it is to communicate to 
employees on a monthly basis our improvement efforts and structure for concern 
resolution.  It is also important to ask employees the same questions that 
surveyors will ask listed in Appendix P. (SOM) 

 
8. Assignments 

Prior to the survey, assign specific tasks to employees.  Once the survey team 
arrives, pick a reliable and detail-oriented employee as the official copy person– 
someone to duplicate material the surveyors want in twos.  Surveyors get one 
copy, you get the other.  Introduce the copy person to surveyors and situate your 
employee near the copier for the duration of the survey.   
Have the assignments on cards and ready to handout. (This would have been 
practiced if you have done your survey drills). 



 

 

The assignments may look as follows: 
 
Nurse 

• Check that all O2 signs are posted 

• Check that all O2 tubing is in bag if not in use 

• Check that humidifier bottle is dated 

• Check that all med books are closed and carts locked 

• Assist C.N.A.’s with rounds 
 
C.N.A. 

• Immediately make rounds on your unit 

• Ensure gait belt and nametag are on 

• Water within reach 

• Resident grooming (clean, not exposed, etc.) 

• Braces, splints, eyeglasses, hearing aids on/in 

• Call light within reach 

• Move resident’s frequently 

• Note toileting and turning schedules 

• Have assignment sheet handy 

• Check that alarms are on and turned in on position 
 

Dietary Aide 

• All boxes off floor 

• All leftovers marked 

• No leftovers longer than 48 hours 

• Wipe and shine the appliances 
 

The employees receiving the assignments should immediately carry out the tasks 
noted on the card.  This same procedure applies each day of the survey.  Each 
day of the survey, the management team should arrive at the facility an hour prior 
to the expected arrival time of the surveyors and the Administrator and Director 
of Nursing stay each day until the surveyors exit the facility. They might ask the 
nurse managers and department heads to stay as well. 
 
Designate a nurse to review the medication room to look for expired medications, 
thermometers in refrigerators, etc.  Also, designate a nurse to check medication 
carts for cleanliness, separation of topical, narcotic signatures, etc. 
 
Assign a department head or nurse manager to specific units for the duration of 
the survey.  These individuals will have been in-serviced prior to the survey and 
their role is to walk the halls looking for trouble spots.  They will provide crucial 
support to the C.N.A.’s and front line employees by offering a smile, a warm 
greeting, and a “we are in this together”  feeling that promotes teamwork.  This 
team meets each morning and again at the end of the day to touch base 
regarding what has gone right or wrong. 

 

 
 



 

 

9. Sharing 
Within our organization,and our trade association we can share survey experiences 
to help prepare us. 

 

10. Industry Resources 

It is important to form a relationship with your State Health Department Officials 
and call for regulatory questions and clarification.  If the time arrives for a dispute 
resolution, your past positive reputation and relationship can add credibility to 
your information. 

 

This is a proactive approach!  It’s impossible to have a great 
survey outcome without components in place. 

 

Monitor Your Staff 
Will the surveyors tell you how your staff is…? 
 
…Following of turning and reposition as well as toileting schedules? 

…Knocking on doors? 

…Performing treatments incorrrectly? 

…Washing hands? 

…Transferring residents with a catheter? 

…Dressing residents in the morning? 

…Washing their hands? 

…Using a gait belt? 

…Doing peri care? 

…Cleaning the tubs/showers? 

…Passing meds? 

…Drawing up insulin/where are they giving the insulin? 

…Feeding residents? 

…Utilizing equipment properly? 

…Meal served in a dignified manner? 

…Serving the correct diet? 

 OR DO YOU ALREADY KNOW? 
Do not assume anything!  Monitor, Praise, Monitor. 


